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GENERIC STABILITY DESPITE HYBRIDIZATION: THE
AUSTENIAN DOMINANT CONSTRUCTION PRINCIPLE
Contemporary culture knows two Jane Austens. The first Jane Austen is the literary
innovator respected for her groundbreaking contributions to the art of the novel. In her
six novels she honed a bold ironic style, helped to establish a sense of character as an
individual, and experimented with various strategies for representing consciousness; in
particular, she excelled in new ways of employing free indirect discourse. A favorite
with the literati, this Austen wrote anti-sentimental social novels (Butler 1975). The
second Austen is the creator of a memorable and emotionally appealing fictional world
where delightful characters are looking for true love, but always encounter various
obstacles before happiness is theirs. The status of this Austen as primarily a worldmaker is best illustrated by the staggering number of adaptations of her novels in
various media. The darling of the general reading and movie-going public, this Austen
wrote romances set in a world that fosters immersion in the audience. Lubomír
Doležel’s characterization of certain fictional worlds as having become objects of “the
active, evolving, and recycling cultural memory” (Doležel 1998: 202) fits perfectly the
Austen of contemporary popular culture.
Contemporary adaptations of Austen’s works are steered by popular cultural
aesthetics. Their basic principle may be stated briefly: they do not aspire to originality,
but explicitly rework the parent text (and frequently also previous adaptations in
various media), yet modifying it. Readers and viewers are expected to recognize both
the parent text and the modifications. Given this requirement of restricted variation,
examining Austen adaptations place the analytical focus on generic stability. More
precisely, stability implies that they are governed by what Yuri Tynjanov calls a
repeated construction principle. It is this principle that enables readers to identify a
given narrative as a token of a specific type. Thus, it serves as a primary tool of
generic classification. A construction principle combines formal features such as the

plot with “material,” the discourses typical of a genre that specify its thematic
concerns. When variations fail to introduce genuinely new elements to a genre, the
construction principle has become automatized. In such a situation, an automatic
construction principle saturates the genre and is found “in the greatest mass of
phenomena” (Tynjanov 2000: 38). As regards Austen adaptations, this principle is
based on the romance plot dealing with characters tackling questions of love, the
choice of a partner, and commitment.
Typically, scholarly interest centers on generic change, for it is understood as an
indicating the dynamism of a genre. It is also intellectually stimulating. A dynamic
genre is characterized by ongoing internal modification: it flexibly diversifies and
alters its structures and themes (Tynjanov 2000: 37). I want to reverse this focus,
however, by looking more closely at how the automatic construction principle
functions. Tynjanov’s modernist aesthetic criteria, however, betray the pejorative
nature of his term. Automatism suggests that this principle is solely mechanical in
nature. Hence, I rather use the term dominant construction principle. The idea of
dominance captures this principle’s habitual character, yet leaves room for variation.
Further, I have selected examples in which the Austenian dominant construction
principle of romance is grafted on to new generic frameworks in the name of
diversification. As Ansgar Nünning and Christine Schwanecke observe, hybridization
is a key means of consciously fostering generic change and literary innovation (2013).
Yet, as I aim to show, in the adaptations this revivification effect is kept in check by
the dominant construction principle. The question that I ask is this: what explains the
persistence of the Austenian dominant construction principle in the face of the
adapters’ deliberate efforts to introduce change?
Given the pop-cultural emphasis on Austen as a creator of an appealing world, I
have chosen my examples by using Doležel’s classification of (postmodern) rewrites,
the purpose of which is to retransmit a fictional world. Lori Smith’s A Walk with Jane
Austen (2007) serves as an example of a transposition of Austen’s world in which “the
design and main story of the protoworld (are preserved) but locate[d] it in a different
temporal or spatial setting (Doležel 1998: 206). Smith varies this world by combining

it with the generic structures of a non-fictional travel journal, meditative literature, and
Austen biography. P.D. James’s Death Comes to Pemberley (2011) supplies an
example of expansion, because it “extends the scope of the protoworld by filling its
gaps, constructing a prehistory or posthistory” (Doležel 1998: 207). This novel is also
a murder mystery. Finally, Seth Grahame-Smith’s Pride and Prejudice and Zombies
(2010) provides an instance of displacement that puts forth “essentially different
versions of the protoworld, redesigning its structure and reinventing its story” (Doležel
1998: 206). Displacements are often parodic, and so is also Grahame-Smith’s mash-up
that draws on the generic conventions of a supernatural horror story.
I first define the dominant construction principle of contemporary Austen
adaptations. I then examine how the chosen authors combine this principle with
elements borrowed from other genres in order to ensure the novelty of their books. I
begin by looking at how these hybrid genre elements affect the dominant construction
principle at the level of form, then moving on to consider how this principle interacts
with thematic materials. In spite of their multiple diversifying characteristics, I show
that this selection of Austen adaptations nevertheless remains subordinated to the
dominant construction principle of romance.

1. The Dominant Construction Principle of Pop-Cultural Austen Adaptations

We may first try to flesh out Tynjanov’s brief definition of the automatic construction
principle. Its dominant and ubiquitous nature suggests that, at a given time, it is the
regulative rule: it prescribes in a short-hand form the most salient guideline for a
successful use of the generic plot formula, while also supplying technical advice and
instructions on permissible options for variation (cf. Ryan 1981: 121). Another way of
putting this idea is to say that it is a specific version of generic conventions. In this
context, Marie-Laure Ryan’s definition of a generic convention as a regulative rule
provides a fruitful starting point. She characterizes it in the following fashion:
A is a convention (regulative rule) of a genre x if:

(1) Almost every sender of texts belonging to genre x conforms to A;
(2) Almost every receiver expects every sender to conform to A;
(3) Almost every receiver would prefer every sender to conform to A;
(4) A is not necessary, since sender and receiver could have agreed on another principle
meeting the above condition (Ryan 1981: 122)

In order to understand the role of this definition, we first need to pin down the genre to
which Austen adaptations belong. I already mentioned that they are classified as
romantic fiction. When Austen’s books began to be adapted by writers of the
nineteenth century, one line was the popular silver-fork novel that idealized elegant
high society life and focused on social mores and manners as well as fashions and
accessories (Harman 2009: 93-4). The contemporary pop-cultural Austen descends
from the silver-fork novel with its emphasis on relationships, romance, and
consumerism. Claire Harman characterizes these versions as relying on the monoplot
of “Boy meets Girl – Girl gets Boy (or would like to)” combined with elements of
eroticism, ruminations about the relations between the sexes, clear prose style, and
stable irony (2009: 4). Yet Harman’s monoplot formula only specifies the starting and
end points of the narrative, and thus needs to be supplemented with a sequence
describing what happens between these nodal points. Typically, this sequence consists
of social or psychological barriers and various trials during which the protagonists
estimate who among all the characters is a fitting partner (Cawelti 1976: 42; Regis
2003: 27). John Cawelti adds that it also emphasizes the tenacity of love as a
permanent and triumphant factor of human life (1976: 42). Further, this romance
formula must explicitly draw either on Austen’s novels or her biography or both.
There is considerable leeway as regards historical period and cultural context, for it
suffices that the romance plot be adapted to these Austenian terms.
We can now consider how Ryan’s definition may be modified to describe the
dominant construction principle of present-day Austen adaptations. It appears that the
definition’s points one to three apply to it, yet what sets it apart from a convention is
its ubiquity and pan-regulative nature. Hence it includes a stronger exhortation that can
be written out as follows:

A is a dominant construction principle of contemporary Austen adaptations if it
meets these demands:
(1) Every sender of Austen adaptations should conform to the romance formula, placing it
in the historical context of Austen’s world or this world’s contemporary modification;
(2) Every receiver of Austen adaptations should expect every sender to conform to the
romance formula, placed in the historical context of Austen’s world or its contemporary
modification;
(3) Every receiver should prefer every sender to conform to the romance formula, placed
in the historical context of Austen’s world or its contemporary modification;
(4) The romance formula, functioning in the historical context of Austen’s world or its
contemporary modification, is necessary, since the sender and receiver rely on just this
principle to meet the above conditions.

The privileged position of the dominant construction principle relies on a number of
factors. From the author’s perspective, it provides tested guidelines for ensuring a
satisfactory performance that meets readers’ demands but also promises financial
success. From the readers’ perspective, it ensures a pleasurable reading experience
with a hard core of romance conveyed in Austenian terms. This means that the cast of
characters, the romance plot, and the location retain their ties to Austen’s novels, no
matter how they are changed, modified, and played upon. It is noteworthy that
adhering to the dominant construction principle also fosters a sense of community
among readers. Many are members of websites such as “Republic of Pemberley” and
“Jane Austen’s World” that not only actively promote adaptations but also provide a
venue for discussing them. Thus the dominant construction principle is at the heart of
writing and reading: in Umberto Eco’s terms, its aim is to guarantee “the repetition of
a habitual scheme in which the reader can recognize something he has already seen
and of which he has grown fond” (1979: 160). Further, in order to enhance pleasure,
this scheme is laced with variations that convey a sense of novelty. In Eco’s view, the
variations are minimal (1979: 160), but as the chosen examples of Austen adaptations
subsequently show, they can be quite substantial, even generically hybrid, without
threatening the hold of the dominant construction principle.

Although I have taken my cue from Tynjanov in speaking of the dominant
construction principle in the singular, it is evident that it is not to be identified with
one single regulative rule. This fact is borne out, for example, by the above stated
insufficiency of Harman’s monoplot definition. Hence the dominant construction
principle is best understood as a stable and widely spread structuration of multiple
formal and thematic elements. It is a macro-level regulative combination of microlevel regulative rules, such as, for example, character types, plot motifs as well as style
and discourse. Another way of putting this idea is to say that it provides the most
widely known steady patterning of narrative form combined with familiar cultural
material at a specific point in time in the life of a genre.
The inclusion of cultural material in the definition of the dominant construction
principle points to the opaqueness of Tynjanov’s notion of “material” and its role in
the formation and functioning of this principle. His scanty remarks on this issue are
not very helpful. He states that material is “formal” and its existence is welded to the
constructive principle, although it remains a subservient element (Tynjanov 2000: 37).
I understand material to be based on what Ryan (1981: 122-3) designates as cultural
and mental habits. Such habits draw on formal elements, because they are grounded in
various established discourses. John Cawelti (1976: 3) expresses this idea by saying
that a dominant construction principle reflects the cultural attitudes and psychological
needs of its period. This principle regulates the use of discursive elements, and, in
contemporary Austen adaptations, they derive from discourses on love. In order to
examine more closely the role they play in the functioning of this principle, I will rely
on Eva Illouz’s extensive historical and sociological analysis of changing notions of
love in her Why Love Hurts (2012).

2. The Dominant Construction Principle and Hybrid Plot Elements

I first consider how the Austenian dominant construction principle interacts with the
various narrative structures the three authors borrow from other genres. Lori Smith’s
non-fictional book, A Walk with Jane Austen: A Modern Woman’s Search for

Happiness, Fulfilment and Her Very Own Mr Darcy (WwJA) provides an example of
transposition in which the design and the main story of the protoworld are preserved,
but located in a different temporal or spatial setting. The subtitle clarifies the multiple
generic ties of this book. It is a travel book, recording Smith’s visits to the places
where Austen lived and to sites where her novels are set. It is a devotional meditation,
as during her journey Smith reviews her Christian faith, but it is also a combination of
life writing and a self-help book, for she actively takes stock of her life. Although this
book is non-fiction, the author nevertheless creates two parallel narrated worlds on its
pages: the world of Austen’s day and her own contemporary world. Thus the
transposition operates between two historically different, but ontologically, similar
worlds. Such parallelism is possible thanks to the assumptions Smith entertains. She
treats the various fictional worlds of Austen’s oeuvre as a single world, holds this
world to be a continuation of Austen’s actual world, and perceives the characters as
Austen’s extensions. The book is strewn with observations such as this: “Jane was a
great walker, and I guess I may make some claim to the title. In Pride and Prejudice,
she probably wrote Lizzy’s experiences out of her own” (WwJA 88). Smith identifies
with Austen, presenting herself as the predecessor’s contemporary version: like
Austen, she is single; she too has grown up in a tightly-knit, religious family, both
suffer from a mysterious disease, and they share the writer’s life (WwJA 10-12).
Moreover, Smith presumes that in both their lives, these uniting characteristics are
interrelated, as she holds that the religious family context affects expectations about
love and sees writing as a means to deal with these expectations. The book thus builds
on a homology of authorial agents. Such assumptions as these enable Smith to present
the narrated world of her book as an updated transposition of Austen’s narrative world.
The dominant constructive principle invites comparison between Austen’s
eighteenth-century and Smith’s contemporary worlds, because both are shaped by
what Doležel (1998: 124) calls the basic axiological story of value acquisition, namely,
the quest. Smith presupposes that, like she, Austen was searching for love and
marriage. This quest is at the heart of the romance formula. While traveling around
England forms a significant narrative thread in Smith’s book, it does not supply the

kind of tension typical of narratively satisfying plots. The same observation applies to
its meditational aspects: although Smith’s musings about her Christian faith help
readers to identify the author’s values and to ponder contemporary challenges to that
faith, their narrative contribution remains weak. What strengthens the status of
romance as this book’s dominant construction principle is that comparing the two
narrative worlds with one another, Smith presents herself as an “axiological
conservative”; that is, as someone whose values of love and marriage lie closer to
Austen’s day than her own. Hence the narratively strongest elements deal with
Smith’s befriending of Jack, a single Christian man, in Oxford. She is attracted to him,
and given that both are unmarried with similar desires and goals, she thinks the
relationship promising. She estimates it in the following fashion: “Unlike other
relationships I’ve had, my love for Jack seems to have depth and stability, to be
founded on mutual faith and genuine respect, honest intellectual conversations, strong
dose of humor and comfort. So our attraction has something solid on which to play.
It’s all rather Austenian” (WwJA 53).
Once the romance plot is evoked, the conventions of both travel and meditative
literature help to build up its narrative tension. Smith meets Jack during her first stop
and then her itinerary takes her all over England in pursuit of Austen, while he travels
to Jordan. The reader is left in suspense about the future of their relationship. Given
the difficulties of finding a Christian spouse, does sharing the same religious
convictions help Smith and Jack connect romantically? As Smith moves from one
Austen location to another, will Jack unexpectedly turn up somewhere like Darcy at
Pemberley? Will traveling in Austen’s footsteps mold Smith’s share in life in
accordance with the destinies of Austen’s heroines? The combination of hybrid
generic elements invites readers to ask these and related questions, showing how the
Austenian dominant construction principle draws everything within its orbit.
P.D. James’s Death Comes to Pemberley (DCtP) is an expansion that constructs a
posthistory to the protoworld in presenting a sequel to Pride and Prejudice. The events
take place six years after Elizabeth Bennet’s marriage to Mr Darcy, and they span a
little less than a year in 1803-1804. James fosters the illusion that the sequel takes

place in the same fictional world that was created by Austen, only at a different
temporal point. In order to accomplish this, she uses Austen’s cast of characters and
settings as well as including numerous references to and quotations from Pride and
Prejudice. But James also hybridizes this world by introducing a case of murder on the
Pemberley grounds with Captain Denny in the victim’s role and George Wickham as
the suspect. The events involve the discovery of the murder, the arrest of Wickham,
the gradual retrieval of information about the past, and the surprise solution. Unlike in
Smith’s book, in James’s case the hybrid generic elements are narratively strong. They
would thus supply ample grounds for writing an orthodox murder mystery set in
Austen’s world and peopled with her characters. James, however, chooses to focus on
the most typical transgression in Austen’s world – illicit sexual relationships – as the
core of her novel. Simultaneously what in Austen’s world is a moral failing acquires a
distinctly more criminal hue in James’s. The detection of Captain Denny’s murder
unearths intimate liaisons between characters: the romance formula is woven into the
detective-story plot, as the murder case revolves around various love relationships.
The investigation reveals Wickham’s extramarital escapades, yet the murderer is the
dying brother of the girl Wickham has made pregnant. While Lydia visits her relatives
who refuse to receive her husband in their homes, Wickham has seduced a local girl in
order to pass time. To boot, even Darcy’s cousin, Colonel Fitzwilliam and Mrs
Younge, Wickham’s aid in Pride and Prejudice in his plot to marry Georgiana
clandestinely, are embroiled in the case. Thanks to the semi-incestuous attachment
between Wickham and Mrs Younge (who is revealed to be his half-sister), she would
like to adopt Wickham’s child so that she could always have him with her. The novel
balances these sordid histories with a record of the successful Darcy marriage and
Georgiana Darcy’s choice of mate. Consequently, the dominant construction principle
is located right at the center of detective-story structures.
In constructing her world James is aware of the temporal and cultural distance
between Austen’s era and ours. She strives to make her world tally with Austen’s by
emphasizing the deontic constraints of Austen’s world. Doležel explains that “the
modalities of the deontic system […] affect the design of fictional worlds primarily as

prospective or prescriptive norms; the norms determine which actions are prohibited,
obligatory, or permitted (Doležel 1998: 120). For James, the deontic system is
emblematized by the family estate: “it was Pemberley, the house and the Darcys,
which bound family, staff and tenants together in common loyalty” (DCtP 20). This
focus conforms to detective-story conventions, for the culprit always breaks against
deontic constraints. Further, by aligning the murder case with moral and social rules
regulating romance, James underlines love relationships as the Austenian dominant
construction principle. This emphasis extends to her handling of minor characters as
well. A stalwart steward of Pemberley in Austen, Mr Wickham’s late father in James’s
book turns out to be “a man like other men” (DCtP 286) who has extramarital affairs
in London when opportunity allows.
The cover of Pride and Prejudice and Zombies (PPaZ) identifies the novel as the
joint work by Jane Austen and Seth Grahame-Smith. The adapter places himself on a
par with Austen, because, as the back cover proclaims, his textual intervention
“transforms a masterpiece of world literature into something you’d actually want to
read.” This transformation relies on injecting Austen’s novel with a strong dose of
humorous horror. As Christine Rosen points out, this book is a “mashup,” an explicitly
pejorative bowdlerization of a literary classic the purpose of which is to achieve
commercial, instead of critical, success (Rosen 2009: 75). The book’s paratext makes
its irreverent approach clear by promising to deliver “the classic Regency romance—
now with Ultraviolent Zombie Mayhem.” In Doležel’s terms, it is a displacement that
puts forth “essentially different versions of the protoworld, redesigning its structure
and reinventing its story” (Doležel 1998: 206). Grahame-Smith stays close to Austen’s
text, often quoting it verbatim, but throughout he has shortened the original and
simplified its syntax and vocabulary. Susannah Fullerton (2013: 167) has counted that
Austen’s text comprises about 80 per cent of the book. Grahame-Smith’s contribution
consists of sentences, paragraphs, and whole chapter sections describing the strange
plague that has beset England, as zombies prowl around, looking for victims to infect
or kill. Once smitten, a person will turn into a zombie, unless he or she is beheaded
and burned. The insertion of horror-story conventions alters Austen’s world; for

example, Charlotte Lucas is bitten and she marries Mr Collins only to ensure that she
gets a proper Christian beheading and burial. After her death, Mr Collins hangs
himself, thus making void the entail of the Bennet state.
This novel’s first sentence specifies the promise of supernatural chaos by stating
that: “It is a truth universally acknowledged that a zombie in possession of brains must
be in want of more brains” (PPaZ 7). The fundamental conditions of Austen’s fictional
world have been changed, as it now includes a preternatural realm threatening to
destroy society. This world is no longer the natural world of Austen, because
Grahame-Smith plays with its alethic modalities; that is, with its causality, time-space
parameters, and the action capacity of characters (Doležel 1998: 115). This change
affects the characters, because they now have extraordinary action capacities. In
Doležel’s terms (1998: 116), they are hybrid persons capable of supernatural feats.
Key characters are refashioned as ninja warriors and disparities in social position are
changed into disputes about combat skills: the Bennet girls have been trained in China,
while the Darcys have learned their skills in Japan.
The Austenian dominant construction principle stays firmly in place in spite of
Grahame-Smith’s attempt to mash it up through ridicule. He employs the conventions
of a supernatural zombie narrative mainly to mock the parent text’s romance plot. A
short example, taken from Elizabeth’s questioning of Darcy as to the reason he fell in
love with her, demonstrates this author’s irreverent technique: “I roused, and interested
you, because I was unlike them. I know the joy of standing over a vanquished foe; of
painting my face and arms with their blood, yet warm, and screaming to the heavens –
begging, nay daring, God to send me more enemies to kill” (PPaZ 311). Elizabeth is
not only turned into a blood-thirsty ninja but also she identifies the combination of
violence with sex as the main component that evokes Darcy’s desire. Such changes
cast the romance between the protagonists solely in a silly light. To be sure, this
characteristic is in keeping with Grahame-Smith’s parodic intent. Yet while mocking
the parent text, argues Linda Hutcheon, parody’s transgressions invariably reinforce
this text by inscribing the mocked conventions onto the new text (Hutcheon 1985: 75).
Consequently, the Austenian dominant construction principle holds sway.

These three examples may be classified as subgeneric blends combining two or
more novelistic subgenres; for example, romance and detective fiction (Christin
Galster, quoted in Nünning and Schwanecke 2013). The examined cases show that, in
each instance, generic hybridity leaves this principle intact. Although the “alien” genre
components introduce variety, they also strengthen the narrative tension characterizing
this principle. Although the hybrid genre conventions invite readers to ponder diverse
topics associated with these conventions, the romance formula nevertheless organizes
the books’ entirety. This characteristic caters to readers’ expectations that an Austen
adaptation deals with romance. This expectation is not betrayed even by a closure that
departs from the parent text. For example, In a Walk with Jane Austen, Smith does not
find her man: “On the other hand, I have no regrets. I felt something for Jack and
stepped out of my fear and just went with it. I am proud of that. I tried. And I think I
will try again” (WwJA 218). Smith’s decision not to give up keeps the door open for
love, thus reinforcing the dominant construction principle. Moreover, this resolution
allows for the possibility of a sequel. In contrast, Austen’s novels include an acute
awareness of disappointments in love, for the spouse one ends up with may be second
best – think, for example, of Marianne in Sense and Sensibility who marries the stable,
yet unexciting, Colonel Brandon. While Marianne’s choice is socially and morally
appropriate, Austen’s narrator acknowledges that this marriage lacks exhilaration – in
short, desire. In the adaptations, however, the dominant construction principle
promotes the notion that, if one waits patiently, one will not need to make
compromises in love. In the present context, this focus calls for an examination of the
ways in which the dominant construction principle relates to and shapes discourses of
love.

3. The Dominant Construction Principle and the Discourses of Love

In A Walk with Jane Austen, Lori Smith dwells on her feelings and ponders her
prospects at each Austen location, interlacing her musings with meditations on faith. It
is at these points that we see most clearly how this transposition welds the dominant

construction principle with discourses of love pervading this principle. Smith’s
axiological conservatism is grounded in the fact that she (erroneously) thinks she and
Jane Austen subscribe to the same discourse of love. She holds that a religious
upbringing has taught them both to assess human relationships in light of a
transcendent code. God’s love for humans sets an example to be emulated for earthly
love. Hence her value system seems to hark back to an earlier discourse on courtship
and love. Smith illustrates this supposedly shared code by her honoring of sexual
abstinence. She thus rejects what Illouz (2012: 41-2) identifies as a key feature of
contemporary romantic choice, namely, sexiness and sexual experience. The strongest
tension of the romance plot builds on the axiological disparity between the two evoked
worlds. Smith thinks that she might fare better in Austen’s world than her own,
because she believes that the former principles for evaluating a love object resemble
more her own criteria than contemporary standards.
Austen biographers wager that she fell in love with Tom Lefroy, while Lori Smith
recounts her attraction to Jack. The book’s romance plot strengthens the similarity
Smith projects between herself and Austen, for once Smith returns to the States, she
realizes that she and Jack fail to find a shared footing. Like Austen, she remains
unmarried, but the reasons for their singleness differ from one another. While Austen
could not marry Lefroy for economic reasons, Smith’s wishes run aground, because of
typical difficulties involved in modern romantic choice. They address Jack’s
unwillingness or inability to commit as well as with his uncertainty about marriage and
having children. His sentiments betray a commitment phobia, a typical expression of
emotional detachment in contemporary relationships. It is a strategy of maintaining
masculine autonomy in the face of what are felt to be women’s demands (Illouz 2012:
73). Smith finds herself in the common contemporary situation of having to decipher a
man’s feelings and wishes, while downplaying her own hopes in order to avoid scaring
him away: “I was determined to be patient and understanding, not to pressure him, so I
just tried to be supportive and didn’t ask the question I should have – like, ‘What does
this mean for us?’” (WwJA 210). Jack’s conduct and his intentions do not coincide,
resulting in a confusingly mixed message. When the relationship ends Smith still has

not found out what he wants; most likely, he does not know his mind either. Hence
Smith enacts in real life the romance failure of the historical Jane Austen, a failure that
contrasts with the successful romance of Austen’s characters. This similarity between
the two writers further strengthens the status of Smith’s book as a transposition of
Austen’s world.
Although Smith presents herself as “an axiological conservative,” her anguished
observation of Jack for signs of affection as well as his conduct suggest that both are
influenced by what Illouz calls the contemporary architecture of romantic choice. This
concept refers to the mechanics of choice shaped by a culture that subjects have
internalized. These mechanics address the criteria with which one evaluates a love
object as well as modes of self-consultation about feelings, knowledge, and formal
reasoning to reach a decision (Illouz 2012: 20-1). Reflecting on what she wants in a
man, Smith starts with two things – the man must be a Christian and adore her – but
then goes on to list a host of other necessary characteristics (WwJA 30-32). Such
refined awareness of one’s criteria for a mate is distinctly modern. Illouz draws
attention to the finely honed requirements people have for their love object: they are
social, educational, physical, sexual, and, most of all, emotional. Today romantic
choice is based on a notion of persons as “sets of psychological and emotional
attributes and intimacy as the sharing of two personalities whose attributes and tastes
must be finely matched and attuned” (Illouz 2012: 180). Emotional compatibility is
prized, because it supplies both support for and validation of one’s self-worth. Smith’s
actions illustrate such an expectation. Feeling fragile and unsure, she confides her
feelings to Jack, but is not reciprocated. He offers her neither assurance nor validation,
which is a real blow (WwJA 59). While marriage for Jane Austen would likely have
secured a better economic standing, for Smith modern love relationships supply the
arena where social worth is established, as the romantic bond upholds a person’s sense
of self-worth (Illouz 2012: 53, 114-5, 119). Austen’s and Smith’s worlds remain apart,
and Lori Smith cannot help but be a child of her own times.
For her part, P.D. James fashions the world of Death Comes to Pemberley
according to the deontic system of the nineteenth century, especially its codex of

romance. Her characters discuss the constraints placed on marriage. James’s Elizabeth
acknowledges that she could not have married without love, but her decision was also
guided by the necessity of ensuring economic survival. In the nineteenth century these
factors together generated the structures of emotional commitment (Illouz 2012: 33).
Illouz explains that commitment was steered by the objective criteria of a suitor’s
social status and ranking, while a dowry determined a woman’s worth. Consequently,
evaluating the social appropriateness of a partner was a public act (Illouz 2012: 35).
James draws on these notions when Elizabeth, on assessing Georgiana’s two suitors,
Colonel Fitzwilliam and the lawyer Alveston, observes that “there could be no doubt
which candidate offered the greater security and the more glittering future” (DCtP 32).
This person is, of course, the Colonel.
The deontic system evoked by James included clear moral guidelines for shaping
one’s sense of self. Given that courtship was conducted under the watchful eyes of
others, this self is primarily performative: its actions must be visible so that others may
observe and approve of it. Suspecting Georgiana’s preference for Alveston, Elizabeth
observes her behavior, deriving satisfaction from Georgiana’s respect for rules of
conduct: “Certainly the young couple behaved impeccably, Alveston showing
Georgiana no more attention than was natural, and Georgiana turning to address her
remarks equally between Alveston and Bingley, like a young girl dutifully following
social convention at her first dinner party” (DCtP 42). Love had a place in marriage
considerations, but it was held that that attraction, affection, and respect deepened into
love during marriage, provided that the union was entered into according to accepted
social and moral norms (Illouz 2012: 26).
It would thus seem that James’s expansion differs from Smith’s book by making
the hybrid elements and the dominant construction principle adhere to Austen’s world
and its values. There are, however, ample features disclosing the book’s ties with
contemporary discourse on love. First, the very act of writing an adaptation and
choosing Elizabeth and Darcy as the protagonists attests to their status as glorified
cultural icons of romance, and this is how James treats them. She portrays this couple
as an emblem of a romantic relationship at its best. Such treatment is a staple of

Austen adaptations, and the best known instance is the BBC’s 1995 television
adaptation of Pride and Prejudice with Colin Firth as Darcy and Jennifer Ehle as
Elizabeth. Such idealization is, as Illouz (1997: 43) points out, typical of our age. She
observes that glorification relies on the high degree of vividness of contemporary icons
of romance. They are present as widely distributed images with an intense mental
content that consists of a pleasurable anticipatory experience endowed with rich
emotional meaning (Illouz 2012: 210-11). They conflate familiar images and cultural
scripts in order to enable emotional identification. James’s portrayal of the Darcys
emphasizes their iconic nature: “If this was not a happy marriage the words were
meaningless” (DCtP 301). Their “perfect confidence, spoken or unspoken” (DCtP
300) is conveyed by dwelling on moments of intimacy (a touch, an embrace, a look at
the sleeping spouse’s face) and long conversations. While in Austen’s day spouses
were expected to feel and display emotions attendant to their roles, in James’s
handling the Darcy marriage is characterized by the cherished modern value of
emotional intimacy. This couple loves each other, because their union is based on the
seamless compatibility of two unique and differentiated psychological subjects.
James’s Darcy expresses this ideal in the following fashion: “I may have said much
too little and you, my love, a little too much, but together, as usual, we got it right”
(DCtP 138).
Contemporary ideals of emotional intimacy involve the verbal disclosure of
emotions and sharing them with a partner. The partner is expected to attend to one’s
feelings by recognizing their validity and by supporting one’s emotional experience
(Illouz 2012: 164). Once Elizabeth has accepted Darcy’s proposal, Pride and
Prejudice includes two scenes in which the couple goes over the past, reflecting on
their feelings and motives (III: ch. XVI and ch. XVIII). James rewrites these scenes in
the epilogue, in which she emphasizes the contemporary value of emotional intimacy.
James’s Darcy feels a pressing need to confide in Elizabeth by dwelling on his actions,
their ramifications, and the feelings they evoke. He acknowledges his moral
responsibility for the unsavory events they have had to endure. He expects Elizabeth to
listen to him attentively, receive his feelings, and reflect on them with him, thus

reaching a mutual understanding of the immediate past. The couple shares the modern
belief that emotional wellbeing demands forthright discussions about one’s motives
and feelings. Hence emotional intimacy has a therapeutic dimension that is alien to
Austen’s era.
James’s subscription to emotional intimacy shows also in the other idealized
pairing that is in the making, namely, Georgiana’s relationship to Alveston. The
emphasis on Austenian decorum and marriage conventions is pushed aside in favor of
the emotional authenticity that is a constitutive part of emotional intimacy. Emotional
authenticity refers to the self’s self-reflexive knowledge of its feelings as well as
decision making about, and commitment to, relationships based on these feelings.
Georgiana and Alveston have scrutinized their feelings, an act that has enabled them to
commit to one another. Georgiana has confided in him her faux pas with Wickham
(DCtP 130). Although Alveston will ask Darcy for her hand, the decision has already
been made. The book concludes in the encounter of two idealized couples: “Together
[Elizabeth and Darcy] got up from the bench and stood watching while Georgiana and
Alveston, their happy laughter rising above the constant music of the stream, their
hands still linked, came running to them across the shining grass” (DCtP 310). This
idyllic—and clichéd—picture tallies with the contemporary glorification of Austen’s
romantic couples as emblems of perfect love.
Finally, Wickham’s status as the novel’s indirect culprit – he is morally
responsible for Denny’s death – derives from his being a “deontic alien” (Doležel
1998: 122), for he exempts himself from the rules of his society, living according to
his own principles that allow him extramarital escapades. Yet even his actions fit
better contemporary notions of masculinity and amorous relationships. Wickham is a
caricature of what are held to be typical shortcomings of the modern man: he is unable
to commit himself to a relationship; he prizes sexiness in himself and others; he thinks
he is entitled to sexual escapades, and once his extramarital acts become public, the
genuineness of his remorse and reform remain highly doubtful.
Pride and Prejudice and Zombies casts the parent text in a ridiculous light with the
mockery targeting primarily the romance formula. (It also aims at the current zombie

fad.) What one might call the great alethic disparity between the world of Austenian
romance and the world of zombie-threatened romance directs attention to the farfetched nature of yoking them together. This combination thoroughly ironizes the
nineteenth-century notions of love that characterize Austen’s romance. A key feature
of this ironic treatment is the transposition of the level of transcendence. Pride and
Prejudice subscribes to a belief that love and the object of love have an ontological
status that is not called into question. A central tenet of this notion of love is seeing the
love object as unique and incommensurable (Illouz 2012: 159). In contrast, the
adaptation transports the idea of transcendence to an utterly silly supernatural level
which signals a major shift in our understanding of love. The spoofing irony marks a
refusal to believe in any of the former values linked to love. It laughs at the ideas of
idealizing love and commitment to the loved person. As Illouz (2012: 195) remarks,
irony as the privileged rhetoric stance to modern love has thoroughly corroded the
central belief of love, that is, its self-proclaimed claim to totality and eternity. While
retaining the love story between Elizabeth and Darcy, the adaptation nevertheless
empties it out of its enchantment. Once we reach the end of this novel, their romance
appears solely silly.
This destruction of romance is enhanced by a debasement tactic focusing on bodily
functions. This tactic is in place whenever either the zombies, the consequences of
their attacks, or the wounds inflicted in combat are described. A good example is
Charlotte’s contamination: “Charlotte […] hovered over her plate, using a spoon to
shovel goose meat and gravy in the general direction of her mouth, with limited
success. As she did, one of the sores beneath her eye burst, sending a trickle of bloody
pus down her cheek and into her mouth […] Elizabeth, however, could not help but
vomit ever so slightly into her handkerchief” (PPaZ 121). Another representative
illustration is Wickham whom an avenging Darcy reduces into a helpless invalid, and
the narrator repeatedly describes Wickham soiling his bed. Numerous such disgusting
details work to tarnish romance. This debasement tactic is supported by the general
rudeness of all the characters. For instance, Elizabeth kicks Darcy in the head when
she rejects his first proposal.

In his analysis of the concept of love in Pride and Prejudice, Richard Eldridge
maintains that the various conversations between Elizabeth and Darcy spark and foster
love. They teach them to give constructive criticism to, and to receive it from, each
other. Such exchanges enable them to grow as persons (Eldridge 1989: 168-180).
Grahame-Smith’s adaptation disregards this transformative aspect of love altogether,
emphasizing instead the body as the site of attraction. This novel highlights the
sexiness of the protagonists which is a central feature of modern notions of love. As
Illouz (2012: 45) points out, sexual attractiveness has become a cultural category
detached from moral value. It is not only a central criterion for choosing a mate but
also it has increasingly been detached from reproduction, marriage, long-lasting bonds,
and even emotionality. Darcy, for instance, eyes Elizabeth’s body against firelight
(PPaZ 46); at the Netherfield ball Sir Lucas suggest to Darcy that Elizabeth’s combat
skills could be put to amorous employ (PPaZ 74), and Darcy makes sure he gets a full
view of Elizabeth’s body while she shows Lady Catherine her skills at standing on her
hands (PPaZ 136). After Elizabeth has accepted Darcy’s proposal, their union is sealed
by a mutual fight against a hoard of zombies (PPaZ 302). Throughout the focus on the
body is linked with a warrior code that associates violence with sexual prowess. In
fact, the Darcy marriage has no transcendent dimension whatsoever; instead, it joins
together two supreme fighters whose combat skills make them equal and whose
violence enhances sexual attractiveness. Any idealization of love is further undercut by
the fact that characters openly engage in casual sexual relationships: Mr Bennet keeps
mistresses in China during the girls’ training trips; Mrs Gardiner frolics with an old
friend in Lambton, and Mary Bennet sleeps with numerous soldiers.
Let us now return to the functioning of the Austenian dominant construction
principle, and, more specifically, the way it shapes cultural material. We have already
seen that it places the romance formula at the heart of any hybrid genre elements an
adaptation draws on. But the analysis of the three examples suggests that the choice of
discursive material is equally weighty for the performance of this principle. The same
phenomenon takes place in all the books examined: although they foster a sense of
Austen’s world, its values, and its codex of love, they nevertheless end up prioritizing

the modern discourse of love. Another way of expressing this idea is to say that this
particular discourse pervades the adaptations. Thus all the examples have very little
distance to discourses familiar from our current cultural framework. This characteristic
implies that the dominant construction principle leans heavily on current socio-cultural
discursive regularities. In spite of their mutual differences, the examples stay within
the realm of the culturally familiar, touting a familiar message, thanks to the dominant
construction principle.

4. What Accounts for the Dominant Nature of the Construction Principle?

We may now gather together the various observations about the functioning of the
Austenian dominant construction principle based on the examination of the three case
studies. In addition to modifying Austen’s world structures, each resorts to the typical
genre-changing strategies such as combination of repertoires, change of scale, generic
mixture, and counterstatement (Fowler 1998: 170-183). In each instance, the goal is to
vary the dominant construction principle. The foregoing analysis enables us to draw
two conclusions as regards the goal of variation: first, the romance formula holds sway
over all other generic plot schemes by subsuming them under its aegis, yet there is also
genuine modification, as the examples are distinctly different from one another. It is
worth looking more closely at this two-way pull.
Modifying Ireneusz Opacki’s analysis of genre, the dominant construction
principle plays a royal role. Hence, to borrow Opacki’s expression, the vitalizing
generic elements borrowed from other genres “enter into a very close ‘blood
relationship’ with the form of the royal genre” (Opacki 2000: 121). Thus this principle
functions by hindering the formation of what Alistair Fowler calls an “outright
hybrid,” the hallmark of which is that it does not prioritize one generic repertoire over
other repertoires. In genuine hybrids the conventions of various genres all enjoy the
same status (Fowler 1982: 183). In contrast, in the Austen adaptations the global
influence of the dominant construction principle is responsible for the fact that the
hybrid elements are knitted into the romance formula. Here Klaudia Seibel’s notion of

low and high generic contamination further explains the principle’s functioning. She
talks of low contamination if different subgenric elements are merged with one another
so that they form a compatible fictional world and a coherent story line (quoted in
Nünning and Schwanecke 2013). In other words, low contamination purposefully
downplays the fact that the narrative artifact is a bricolage of elements from different
genres. Ansgar Nünning and Christine Schwanecke add that this distinction of degree
applies to the levels of linguistic, stylistic, and narrative texture, as well as textual selfreflexivity (2013: 16). In the present context the point is that the dominant construction
principle works by favoring low generic contamination: it serves to smooth differences
between hybrid generic elements. It prizes compatibility, integration, and coherence.
Pride and Prejudice and Zombies presents a poignant example in this respect.
Thanks to its thoroughly parodic nature, it addresses what Nünning and Schwanecke
refer to as “the meta-level of ‘textual self-reflexivity’” (2013). The ridicule of both
romance and supernatural horror conventions is present in almost every sentence.
Parody highlights the conceptual and formal distance between the combined genres,
and partly the book’s humorous effect relies on this discrepancy. To be sure, parody
makes readers aware of various generic conventions as literary strategies.
Nevertheless, the primary goal is to make the ill-fitting elements cohere so that they
form a sense of a unified, albeit a very bizarre world where strange events take place.
The alien nature of this world provokes laughter and accounts for the novel’s spoofing
effects. Hence we might say that in this novel the meta-level of textual self-reflexivity
is made to highlight the eccentricity of its world. Consequently, this level loses its
critical edge – after all, it could be used in order to invite readers to read analytically,
but such is not the case. Thus it appears that the pan-regulative and homogenizing role
of the dominant construction principle levels out elements that could, by themselves,
introduce a critical distance into the reading experience.
Yet there is genuine variation, as the examples are distinctly different from one
another. They restructure Austen’s world in diverse ways and mix up dissimilar
genres. Hence they do cater to readers’ craving for novelty while simultaneously
allowing them to re-experience the familiar Austenian realm. Again, I would argue,

variation is made possible thanks to the “low-contamination” strategy embedded in the
dominant construction principle. It is possible to unite disparate elements while
simultaneously guaranteeing that the variations thus introduced stay within a
controllable range.
Fowler observes that introducing new topics to a generic repertoire causes change.
These topics may be entirely new or, as is more often the case, they particularize
already existing topics. He wagers that this revivification effect includes a change of
focus from form to an interest in matter (Fowler 1982:170). Opacki agrees, for she
argues that genre evolvement is caused by changes in socio-historical factors. Genres
provide specific ways of looking at the world, and these foci are particularized as
given spheres of interests and problems. Changes in our conceptions of the world
invariably translate into modifications of the genre system (Opacki 2000: 119). In
other words, new cultural interests and values are assimilated into stable imaginative
structures and this process accounts for generic evolution (Cawelti 1976: 35). Given
that popular genres in particular strive to maximize ideological and psychological
dynamics, adds Cawelti, they are especially sensitive to changes in cultural attitudes
and modes of thought (Cawelti 1976: 33).
The interplay between discursive modes of thought and generic structures comes
distinctly into view in the temporal frames of the Austen adaptations. As the examples
show, they invariably evoke at least two points of time, Austen’s historical period and
the contemporary cultural scene. It is significant that in the interplay of these two
periods, present-day concerns always end up overshadowing historically earlier
interests. Further, although the hybrid generic elements usher in genuinely new topics,
the dominance of the romance formula means that they are swallowed up by the
modern discourse of love. Consequently, what at first may seem a real opportunity to
compare two points of time and two sets of ideas and ways of conceptualizing the
world shrinks into an encounter with what is familiar from the current cultural
situation. Thus it appears that it is the repeated use of the same cultural material at a
given point of time that answers for the sense of sameness conveyed by the dominant
cultural principle.

In this context Cawelti’s observations are helpful in further specifying how the
dominant construction principle works. He observes that popular genres have two
interconnected sides: aesthetic and cultural. The aesthetic dimension addresses the
artistic possibilities and limitations of generic patterns, while the cultural dimension
deals with strategies for expressing immersive collective fantasies (Cawelti 1976: 3-7).
Judging by the three examples, it seems that the aesthetic dimension allows for a
greater span of variation than the cultural one. While the aesthetic side of the dominant
constructive principle fosters such strategies as generic mixture and hybridization, its
functioning on the cultural side ensures that the adaptations are interwoven with a
familiar cultural message. Hence its drawing on the same discourse of love is
responsible for the sense that the examples tout one and the same thing about love,
even though they are formally different from one another.
The examined corpus is too small to make conclusions about the reasons for the
imbalance between the aesthetic and cultural dimensions of the dominant construction
principle. Yet one can speculate that it addresses their nature as collective fantasies.
Although adaptations of Jane Austen have been published almost ever since her death,
the last twenty years have witnessed an immense proliferation of them. Cawelti (1976:
3) sees popular genres as collective fantasies whose function is to reflect the cultural
attitudes and psychological needs of their period. As we have seen, the Austen
adaptations address a fantasy about the formation of a couple, committed to one
another, whose love is enduring, steadfast, and faithful. This fantasy is not grounded in
the factual conditions of Austen’s day, but an idealization of what writers and readers
wish that intimate relationships once were like. If we are to believe Paul Verhaeghe, it
stems from the general contemporary experience that “the very idea of a couple has, to
put it mildly, become problematic” (Verhaeghe 1999: 2). A life-long committed
relationship still is a widely shared dream, yet in reality people are deeply perplexed
not only about how to love but also about how to make love last. It is a fantasy which
the majority find hard, if not impossible, to sustain. In my view, this two-way pull
between a desire to trust in stable love and a deep-seated suspicion of its possibility
explains the functioning of the dominant construction principle. Although the adapters

present Austen as a revered authority on love, they nevertheless lack faith in her, for
they know that her notions about love do not address the current cultural situation. The
dominant construction principle works on this ambiguity: Austen’s works and world
provide a perfect cover under which to examine contemporary concerns. Hence the
modern discourse of love cannot but hold sway in the adaptations.
To conclude, successful adaptations pay attention to aesthetic and cultural
concerns in order to keep the dominant construction principle vital: they must be
formally innovative and discursively daring. Such is the recipe for warding off generic
standstill leading to generic diminishment and decline.
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